[Construction of optimal combined chemotherapy of anti-tumor drugs based on chronotherapy].
Metastatic breast cancer (MBC) is almost always incurable, and the median survival is of the order on 18-24 months. Combination therapy with adriamycin (ADR) and docetaxel (DOC) is more effective against MBC than the previous therapy due to differences between their mechanisms. However, the combination of ADR and DOC induces severe adverse effects, limiting its clinical use in many patients with MBC. The biologic functions of most living organisms are organized along an approximate 24 h time cycle or circadian rhythm. Chronotherapy is defined as the administration of medications using biological rhythms to optimize the therapeutic outcomes and/or control adverse effects. To decrease adverse effects, many antitumor drugs have been particularly studied in humans and animals. The toxicities of ADR and DOC have also been found to depend on dosing-time in animals and humans. This study was to establish the most suitable dosing schedule to relieve severe adverse effects and improve antitumor effects by considering a chronopharmacological approach, dosing-interval and dosing-sequence to the combination chemotherapy of ADR and DOC in mice. In the results, we demonstrate that the dosing schedule based on dosing-sequence, dosing-interval and dosing-time not only significantly reduced leukopenia and toxic death but also significantly increased the inhibition rate of tumor growth compared with the dosing schedule without an interval between each injection, commonly used in clinical practice. These findings suggest that the therapeutic index of combined chemotherapy can be improved by choosing an optimal dosing-schedule (dosing-interval, dosing-sequence and dosing-time).